Supplemental
Environmental
Projects

Supplemental Environmental Projects: On January 22, 2016 NNSA signed a Settlement Agreement
with NMED in response to alleged violations related to the radiological release at WIPP. In lieu of
paying significant fines and penalties, NMED required NNSA to implement a total of five Supplemental
Environmental Projects (or SEPs) that will benefit communities in Northern New Mexico. The
Settlement Agreement has been modified to include successful execution of the SEPs as an
enforceable condition. A brief summary of the SEP projects appear below:
Supplemental Environmental Projects
Road improvements Project - $12 million
Upgrade DOE-owned routes at LANL used for transporting TRU waste to WIPP.
Triennial Review Project - $2.5 million
Independent, external triennial reviews of environmental regulatory compliance and operations
Watershed Enhancement Project - $7.5 million
Watershed-scale surface water management to improve water quality
Design and install engineering structures in LANL canyons
Surface Water Sampling Project - $2.5 million
Increased sampling and monitoring capabilities for storm water runoff in and around LANL
Results of sampling and monitoring shared with the public and NMED
Potable Water Line Replacement Project - $10 million
Replace aging potable water lines and install metering equipment at LANL
The Gabion baskets/Weir to the right is an example of some of the containment structures installed
around the LANL boundary to control off-site migration of any contamination or other hazardous
materials. These baskets/Weir are also an example of the type of structures that will be constructed
in fulfillment of the Watershed Enhancement SEP.
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(R) TA-39:
Ancho
Canyon

Technical Area 39 (Ancho Canyon site) is home to two outdoor, high explosive testing facilities along with
facilities for conducting advance diagnostics on large high explosive experiments. In addition to the firing
sites, TA-39 houses high explosive experimental assembly facilities, an administrative/access control
building and has light mechanical and electrical fabrication areas. Ancho Canyon is primarily dedicated to
Global Security work.

(L) TA-33

Technical Area 33 is approximately a 2000 acre site on the extreme southeast boundary of the laboratory
that is operated by the global security directorate and supports Strategic Partnership Projects (SPP). This
facility has light mechanical and electrical fabrication facilities as well as several test facilities that can be
configured for testing of components and systems in realistic environments. These include underground
bunkers, open air testing areas and specialty radio frequency testing facilities.
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(L) National
Park Service
Boundary –
Bandelier
National
Monument

To the left is the entrance to Bandelier National Monument operated by the National Park Service. NNSA
and LANL maintain frequent interface with the NPS where there is a Memorandum of understanding for
NPS staff to assist in patrolling some of the more remote technical areas in the Southeast part of the
laboratory which we just passed through. There are also interfaces for communications capabilities
between LANL, NPS and Los Alamos County given the topography and terrain on the mesas in/around the
Laboratory.
As we continue west, you can see the burn scars to the south and the west in the mountains. This region
has been extremely susceptible to wildland fires over the many decades. In the mid 1970’s the La Mesa
fire started on Bandelier property as a result of lighting and burned across NM 4 that we are on an into
portions of LANL Fire Sites to your right.
The most notorious Wildland Fire here at the site was the Cerro Grande fire that was started by a NPS
controlled burn in the mountains directly in front of us to the west. The Control burn got away from fire
crews and a back-burn was initiated on the east side of the Jemez mountains here near TA-16 when the
winds shifted and the fire then started burning towards LANL and the townsite. This event in early May
2000 resulted in evacuation of the entire Los Alamos and White Rock communities for over 5 days and
significant damage to residential areas and portions of the Laboratory. In the aftermath of Cerro Grande,
significant funding was allocated to LANL by Congress to replace damaged equipment/facilities, mitigate
effects from the wildfire and improve fire department and emergency response capabilities, including the
construction of a new EOC which will be seen later in the tour.
Almost exactly a decade later, the Las Conchas wildland fire event started after strong winds knocked over
a power pole on the west side of the Jemez mountain range, starting a wildfire that burned all the way to
Cochiti Pueblo to our South. The winds shifted and commenced to burn north onto Bandelier and LANL
property. This event was eerily similar to the Cerro Grande event, however the improved fire department
and emergency management/response capabilities resulted in significantly lower levels of fire damage.
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As a result of these wildland fire experiences, LANL collaborated with the USFS and NPS in the
construction of the Interagency Fire Coordination Center which we are approaching. LANL also maintains
a robust wildland fire prevention program around the lab.
TA-49,
Interagency
Fire
Coordination
Center

Located at TA-49, the Hazardous Devices Team Facility supports the LANL Emergency Response Program.
Training activities along with the Robot Rodeo and HAZMAT Challenge are hosted by LANL at TA-49.
Additionally, TA-49 is the location of the Interagency Fire Center (IFC), a state-of-the-art facility on DOE
property leased to the Park Service, which houses US Forest Service, National Park Service, and LANL staff.
The IFC employs a computer-projection system called a “SimTable,” which includes variables such as roads
and buildings, gas and power lines, thickness of the forest, wind strength and direction, and the angle of
sunlight, allows operators to start a simulated fire (or map a real fire) and plan mitigation efforts such as
water drops, dozer lines, and fire breaks.

DARHT

The Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test Facility, supports a critical component of LANL’s primary
mission: to ensure the safety, security, and effectiveness of nuclear weapons in our nation's stockpile.
The main purpose of DARHT is to supply real-world verification for computer codes. DARHT is one of the
world’s most powerful x-ray machine that consists of two linear induction accelerators that are oriented
at two right angles to one another. This orientation allows scientists to use multiple x-ray pulses to
produce multiple-view radiographic images of a full-scale non-nuclear weapon mockup as it implodes. The
results of which are x-ray images of a material’s behavior as it implodes at speeds greater than
10,000 miles an hour.

General
Entry on
LANL
Explosive
Areas

LANL performs energetic materials research, development, and applications to address multiple evolving
mission needs. Personnel at these explosive area facilities provide expertise that spans comprehensive
explosives development, characterization, storage, testing, modeling, and simulation. Activities include
characterizing shock and detonation physics properties of materials, determining explosive lethality and
vulnerabilities, and developing techniques and technologies to defeat explosive threats. Many unique
LANL specialties contribute to these capabilities including mechanical properties and thermal response
testing, production of detonators, powder production, pressing, and casting of high explosives, open-air
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and confined firing with a wide variety of diagnostics, and the use of unique Dual-Axis Radiographic
Hydrodynamic Test Facility.

WETF

TA-16 Main
entrance

ROUTE: At intersection of NM 4 and West Jemez Road, turn right towards Los Alamos. Proceed
towards TA-16 and EOC.
Weapons Engineering Tritium Facility (WETF) is a hazard category 2 facility designed to conduct research
and development of gas transfer systems used in the current weapon stockpile. Some of the important
work done here has been used to extend maintenance life cycles of stockpile systems. In addition to its
R&D mission, WETF has a cleanup mission as well. Over the years, WETF had accumulated a large
inventory of tritium as other facilities here at LANL and across the DOE complex closed down. WETF
operations personnel are currently working to process this material so that it can be loaded into approved
shipping containers for offsite transfer or disposal.
On our right is the Indoor Firing Range which is a state of the art 20 lane firing facility for Protective
Force training and qualification requirements.
The building just past the range is the LANL Center for Emergency Planning and Analysis (CEPA). The
facility provides the Laboratory’s Protective Force and Security & Safeguards with capabilities that:
• Trains and tests emergency planners and first responders in the latest tactics and best practices
associated with high risk operations;
• Employs cutting edge simulation and modeling for the deployment of unmanned aerial systems in
security and emergency response operations; and
• Supports DOE and other Government entities with training for pre-incident and post-incident
response to nuclear events and other major natural and man-made disasters.
With the capability to replicate LANL laboratories and facilities. The Center also functions as a center
for simulation modeling and analysis for vulnerability identification, hazard identification, and
mitigation exploration.
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EOC

The Laboratory has extensive, dedicated onsite emergency facilities, equipment, and materials. As
previously mentioned, after the Cerro Grande Fire, Congressional funding supported construction of the
Emergency Operations Center (EOC). The Laboratory EOC and alternate EOC are dedicated areas for
conducting, evaluating, coordinating, and managing the site-level ERO. In support of an incident
response, the EOC provides a central location for interagency and interjurisdictional coordination and
executive decision-making. Additional responsibilities are to provide and prioritize resources, manage
information, and track and authorize expenditures.
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